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halseypjMoro.doe.gov or check the Web
site at uvww.oakridge.doe.gov/emfssab.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATiON:

Purpose of the Board: The purpose of
the Board is to make recommendations
to DOE in the areas of environmental
restoration, waste management, and
related activities.

Tentative Agenda
8 a.m.-Introductions, overview of

meeting agenda and logistics (Dave
Mosby)

8:15 a.m.-Past year evaluation-Board
and stakeholder survey results.
what worked, what can be
improved (Facilitator)

9:50 a.m.-Break
10:05 a.m.-Past year evaluation

continued
10:45 a.m.-Summaries and Q&A on the

most important Issues to DOE, TN
Department of Environment &
Conservation, and EPA (Facilitator)

11:30 a.m.-Lunch
12:30 p.m.-Environmental

Management Committee (Luther
Gibson)

* Accomplishments and impacts
* Review FY 2004 Work Plan
* Identify issues for FY 2005
* Assignment of new issues/issues

managers
1:30 p.m.-Stewardship Committee

(Ben Adams)
* Accomplishments and impacts
* Review FY 2004 Work Plan
* Identify issues for FY 2005
* Assignment of new issues/issues

managers
2:30 p.m.-Break
2:45 p.m.-Public Outreach Committee

(Committee Chair)
* Accomplishments and impacts
- -Review FY 2004 Work-Plan
* Identify issues for FY 2005

3:15 p.m.-Board Finance Committee
(Kerry Trammell)

* Accomplishments and impacts
* Review FY 2004 Work Plan
* Identify issues for FY 2005

3:45 p.m.-Convene Board meeting to
elect officers and conduct other
business as needed

* Public Comment Period
4:45 p.m.-Set date for next retreat and

adjourn
Public Participation: The meeting is

open to the public. Written statements
may be filed with the Committee either
before or after the meeting. Individuals
who wish to make oral statements
pertaining to agenda items should
contact Pat Halsey at the address or
telephone number listed above.
Requests must be received five days

prior to the meeting and reasonable
provision will be made to include the
presentation in the agenda. The Deputy
Designated Federal Officer is
empowered to conduct the meeting in a
fashion that will facilitate the orderly
conduct of business. Each individual
wishing to make public comment will
be provided a maximum of five minutes
to present their comments. This Federal
Register notice is being published less
than 15 days prior to the meeting due
to programmatic issues that had to be
resolved prior to the meeting date.

Minutes: Minutes of this meeting will
be available for public review and
copying at the Department of Energy's
Information Center at 475 Oak Ridge
Turnpike, Oak Ridge, TN between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
or by writing to Pat Halsey, Department
of Energy Oak Ridge Operations Office,
P.O. Box 2001, EM-90, Oak Ridge, TN
37831, or by calling her at (865) 576-
4025.

Issued at Washington. DC, on July 20,
2004.
Rachel M. Samuel,
DeputyAdvisory Committee Management
Officer.
[FR Doc. 04-17049 Filed 7-26-04; 8:45 am)
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Record of Decision for Construction
and Operation of a Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Conversion Facility at the
Portsmouth, OH, Site

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Record of decision.

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) prepared a Final Environmental
impyda Stif deiiifoi C6hifr-ico16 aunid
Operation of a Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Conversion Facility at the
Portsmouth, Ohio, Site (FEIS) (DOE/
EIS-0360). The FEIS Notice of
Availability was published by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
In the Federal Register (69 FR 34161) or
June 18, 2004. In the FEIS, DOE
considered the potential environmental
impacts from the construction,
operation, maintenance, and
decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) of the proposed depleted
uranium hexafluoride (DUF6)
conversion facility at three alternative
locations within the Portsmouth site.
including transportation of cylinders
(DUF6, normal and enriched UF6, and
empty) currently stored at the East
Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP) near
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to Portsmouth;
construction of a new cylinder storage

yard at Portsmouth (if required) for the
ETTP cylinders; transportation of
depleted uranium conversion products
and waste materials to a disposal
facility; transportation and sale of the
aqueous hydrogen fluoride (HF;)
produced as a conversion co-product;
and neutralization of aqueous HF to
calcium fluoride (CaF2) and its sale or
disposal in the event that the aqueous
HF product is not sold. An option of
shipping the ETTP cylinders to the
Paducah, Kentucky, site has also been
considered, as has an option of
expanding operations by increasing
throughput (through efficiency
improvements or by adding a fourth
conversion line) or by extending the
period of operation. A similar EIS was
issued concurrently for construction
and operation of a DUF6 conversion
facility at DOE'f1'ducah site (DOE/
EIS-0359). <-J

DOE has decided to construct and
operate the conversion facility In the
west-central portion of the Portsmouth
site, the preferred alternative identified
in the FEIS as Location A.
Groundbreaking for construction of the
facility will commence on or before July
31, 2004, as anticipated by Public Law
(Pub. L.) 107-206. Cylinders currently
stored at the ETITP site will be shipped
to Portsmouth; a new cylinder yard will
be constructed, if necessary, based on
the availability of storage yard space
when the cylinders are received. The
aqueous HF produced during
conversion will be sold for use, pending
approval of authorized release limits, as
appropriate.
ADDRESSES: The FEIS and this Record of
Decision (ROD) are available on the
DOE National Environmental Policy Act

-*(NEPA) Web site-at http:l/-- -
ivww.eh.doe.gov/nepa and on the
Depleted UF6 Management Information
Network Web site at httf:// .
veb.ead.anl.gov/uronium. Copies of the
FEIS and this ROD may be requested by
e-mail at Ports-DUF6@ailgjv by toll-
free telephone at 1-866- 3OdJ944, by
toll-free fax at 1-866-53$43, or by
contacting Gary S. lartm~ n tOalj Ridge
Operations Office, M .S. flip rtjnnt of
Energy, SE-301, Pb. Box 01t Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 32831
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For .
information on the Conversion facility
construction and opjeration, contact:
Gary Hartman at thy address listed
above. For general information on the
DOE NEPA process I contact Carol;
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA *-
Policy and Compliance (EH-42), U.S
Department of Energyo 100 * ;.
Independence AvelSe SW:.'.
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Washington, DC 20585, 202-5864600, Congress enacted two laws that . II. Purpose and Need for AgencyAction
or leave a message at 1-800-472-2756. directly addressed DOE's management DOE needs to convert Its inventory of
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: of its DUF6 inventory. The first law, - DUF6 to more stable chemical form(s)
I. Background ' ' - -Pub. L. 105-204, signed by the President for use or disposal. This need follows

T U in July 1998, reqjuired the Secretary of directly from (1) the decision presented
The Unted States has produced DUF6 Energy to prepare a plan to commence in the August 1999 ROD for the PES;'

precess of enriching natura uaniuthe construction of, no later than January namely, to begin conversion of the DUF6
bothcivilian ad michitatryaplicatium for 31, 2004, and to operate an on-site inventory as soon as possible, anid (2)

facility at each of the GDPs at Paducah, Pub. L. 107-206,'which directs DOE to
Production took place at three gaseous Kentucky, and Portsmouth,'Ohio, to ' award a contract for construction and '
diffusion plants (GDPs), first t the K- treat and recycle DUF6, consistent with : operation of conversion facilities at both.
25 site (now called ETIP) at Oak Ridge, NEPA. The second law, Pub. L107- the Paducah site and the Portsmouth
Tennessee, and subsequently at 206, signed by the President on August site.
Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, 2, 2002, required that no later than 30
Ohio. The K-25 plant ceased days after enactment, DOE must award m. Alternatives .

enrichment operations in 1985, and the a contract for the scope of work -No Action Alteinative. Under the no''
Portsmouth plant ceased enrichment .,: described In its Request f6r Proposals action alternative, conversion would not
operations in 2001. The Paducah GDP. (RFP) issued in October 2000 for the 'occur. Current cylinder miangement'
continues to operate. ' design, construction, and operation of a activities (handling.1'inspection,

Approximately 250,000 t (275,000 - DUFS conversion facility at each of the monitoring, and maintenance) would

tabns)ouf16, cyindersantlPysortsmouth Department's Paducah, Kentucky and continue: Thus the status quo would be'
and about 4,800 cylinders at ETsP. The: Portsmouth, Ohio, gaseous diffusion' maintained at Portsmouth and ETTP
majority of the cylinders weigh sites. It also stipulated that the contract indefinitely.
approximately 12 t (14 tons) each, a 48 require groundbreaking for construction ' Action Alternatives. The proposed
inches (1.2 m) in diameter, and are to occur no later than July 31,2004, at action evaluated in the FEIS isto
stored on outside pads. DOE has been 'both sites. : �';,.'i, construct and operate a conversio5n;
looking at alternatives for managing this In response to these laws, DOE issued facility at the Portsmouth'site for
inventory. Also in storage are 3,200 'the Final Plan for the Conversion of . conversion of the Portsmouth and ETTP
cylinders at Portsmouth and 1,100 'Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride as DUF6 inventories into depleted uranium
cylinders at ETTP that contain enriched Required by Public Law 105204 in July oxide (primarily triuranium octaoxide
UF6 or normal UF6 (collectively called -O1999, and awarded a contractto l IU3 0 8]) and other conversion products.
"non-DUF6" cylinders) or are empty. - Uranium Disposition Services (tDS) for The FEIS review is based on the ;
[The non-DUF6 cylinders would not be construction and operation of two conceptual conversion facility design
processed in the conversion facility.] - conversion facilities on August 29, proposed by the selected contractor,
The Portsmouth FEIS considers the .2002, consistent with NEPA.' UDS The UDS dry conversion process
shipment of all ETIP cylinders to, On September 18, 2001 DOE is a continuoIusprocess Inwhich DUF 6
Portsmouth, as well as the management . pulse oieo net(O)i h:is vaporized and onetdto a byxur

ofotteortn ublishedaNotieof Intent I) in the' of uranium oxides (primarily U308) by
of both the Portsmouth and ETTrP non- . Federal Register'(66 FR 48123). ' recto wt sem ndh oe i
DUF6 Cylinders at Portsmouth. . announcing its intention to preparear frluidized-bed conversion unit. The

As a first step DOE evaluated., ETS for the proposed action to construct, hdoe sgnrtdfo nyru
potential broad anagemient options for hdoe~sgnrtdfo nyruits UF6invntoy i a rogammti. operate, niaintain.'and decontaminate'its DFand decvmmryiion n Dor the gi6 ammonia (NH3 ). The depleted U301Environmental mpact Statementfor. and decommission two DUF6 powder is collected and packaged for
Enviroenata S mt acatemisfrtent fong-er, conversion facilities: One at Portsmouth disposition in bulk bags (large-capacity,Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term an n tPdch olwn h . srnfeil as rgte empactied
Mana.genient and Use o{fDepleted. . enactm nte f Pub.. 107-l206,nDOE L - cyigndeisto o thexebagtse)ntrtha 'iapted
Ur-anium Hexafluoride (DUF,5PETS) . envaluaed thefPubropriate0scOE e ofd itsheet~i patiale.
(DOE/EIS-0269) issued in April 1999. In reevaluated the appropriate scoan e of its Equipment would also be installed to'
the PETS Record of Decision (64 FR -. sitepecfic NEP. S n.ided collect the aqueous HF (also called HF
43358, August 10, 1999), DOE decided - to prepare two separate EISs. one for the acid) c-product and process it into HF
to promptly convert the DUF6 inventory plant proposed for the Paducah site and at concentrations suitable for
to a more stable uranium oxide form a second for the Portsmouth site This ' commercial resale. A'backup HF acid
and stated that it would use the change in approach was announced m neutralization system would convert up
depleted uranium'oxide as much as 'the Federal Register on April 28, 2003 to 100% of the HF acid to CaF2 for sale
possible and store the remaining (68 FR 2.2368). . ; I - .. or disposal in the future, if necessary.
depleted uranium oxide for potential ' The two draft conversion facility ETSs The conversion products would be
future uses or disposal. as necessary. In' were mailed to stakeholders in' late transported to a disposal facility or to
addition, DOE would convert DUF6 to November 2003, and a Notice of . * - users by truck or rail..The conversion
depleted uranium metal, but only if uses Availability was published by the EPA facility will be designed with three
for metal were available. DOE did not in the Federal Register on November 28,. parallel processing lines to convert
select specific sites for the conversion' 2003 (68 FR 66824). Comments on the 13,500 t (15,000 tons) of DUF6 per year,
facilities but reserved that decision for .'draft EISs'were accepted during a 67- requiring 18 years to convert the
subsequent NEPA review. Today's ' , day review period that ended on ' Portsmouth and ETTP inventories.
Record of Decision announces the February 2. 2004. DOE considered these Three alternative locations within the
outcome of that site-specific NEPA comments and prepared two FEISs. The site were evaluated,'Locations A
review. DOE is also issuing today a Notice of Availability for the two FEISs (preferred), B, ard C. The proposed
separate but related ROD announcing was published by the EPA in the * ., action includes the transportation of the'
the siting of a DUF6 conversion facility Federal Register (69 FR 34161) on June cylinders currently stored at the ETTP
at Paducah, Kentucky. ' 18,2004. site to Portsmouth. In addition, an
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option of transporting the ETTP impacts and risks from on-site handling' Transportation by rail would tend to
cylinders to Paducah was considered, as and disposal at an LLW disposal facility cause fewer impacts than by truck
was an option of expanding conversion has been deferred to the disposal site's primarily because of exhaust emissions
facility operations. -site-specific NEPA or licensing from the trucks and the higher number

Alternative Location A (Preferred documents. While the FEIS presents the of shipments for trucks than for rail. The
Alternative). Location A is the preferred impacts from transporting the DUF6  option of converting the aqueous HF to
location identified in the FEIS for the conversion products to both the' ; CaF2 and transporting the CaF2 to a
conversion facility and is located in the 'Envirocare of Utah, Inc., facility and the disposal facility would result in
west-central portion of the site, ' Nevada Test Site (NTS), DOE plans to increased shipments. The impacts
encompassing 26 acres (10 ha). This decide the specific'disposal location(s), associated with transportation of
location has three existing structures' for the depleted U30 conversion. -uranium oxide product to a disposal
that were formerly used to store ' product after additional NEPA review, facility in the western United States by
containerized lithium hydroxide . as necessary. Accordingly, DOE will truck would be about the same if bulk
monohydrate. The site was rough ' continue to evaluate its disposal options bags are used orftwo filled cylinders are
graded, and storm water ditch systems and will consider any further l loaded onto a truck. If only'one cylinder,
were installed. This location was Information or comments relevant to is loaded onto'a truck, the impacts
identified in the RFP for conversion that decision. DOE will give a minimum would be higher because of the
services as the site for which bidders . 45-day notice before making its specific. increased number of shipments.
were to design their proposed facilities. disposal decision and will provide any Hunan Health and Safety-~.

Alternative Location B. Location B is additional NEPA analysis for public Accidents. DOE has extensive
in the southwestern portion of the site ' review and comment. . , experience in safely storing, handling,
and encompasses approximately 50 ' The following alternatives were .' and transporting cylinders containing
acres (20 ha). The site has two existing considered but not analyzed in detail in UF6 depleted, normal, or enriched). In
structures built as part of the gas the FEIS: Use of Commercial Conversion addition, the chemicals used or'
centrifuge enrichment project that was. Capacity, Sites Other Than Portsmouth,. generated at the conversion facility are
begun in the early 1980s and was ' ' Alternative Conversion Processes, Long- commonly used for industrial -:v"'
terminated in 1985. USEC is"currently' Term Storage'and Disposal Alternatives, applications in the United States, and
in the process of developing and ' Transportation Modes Other Than there are well-established accident
demonstrating an advanced enrichment Truck and Rall, and One Conversion '.prevention and mitigative measures for
technology based on gas'centrifuges. A Plant Alternative.: ' -,their storage and transportation. . '
license for a lead test facility to'be "';. ' , " - Under all alternatives,' it is possible
operated at the Portsmouth site was IV- Summary of Environmental Impacts that accidents could release radiation or
issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory . The FEIS evaluated potential impacts chemicals to the environment, '.
Commission (NRC) in' February 2004. from the range of alternatives described : potentially affecting both the workers
The lead facility would be located in the 'above. The Impact areas included - and members of the general public. It Is
existing gas 'centrifuge buildings within' .human health and safety, air quality,' also possible that, similar to other
Location B. In addition, USEC noise, water and soil, socioeconomics, Industrial facilities, workers could be*
announced in January 2004 that it' ecological resources, waste '.* injured or killed as a result of on-the-Job
planned to site its AmericanCentrifuge management,-resource requirements. accidents unrelated to radiation or
Facility at Portsmouth, although it did 'land use, cultural resources, . - chemical exposure. Similarly, during
not identify an exact location. . environmental justice, and cumulative transportation of materials, both crew"
Therefore, Locaton B might not be impacts. In general, the impacts are low. members and members of the public
available for construction of the for both the no action and the proposed may'be Injured or killed as a result of
conversion facility. action alternatives. Among the three traffic accidents.

Alternative Location C. Location C is - alternative locations considered at the Three kinds of accidents have the'
in the'southeastemr portion ofthe site Portsmouth site for the conversion, largest possible consequences:'(1)Those
and has an area of about.78 acres (31 facility, there are no major differences in Involving the DUF6 cylinders during
ha). This location consists of a level to '' impacts that would make one location storage and handling under all
very gently rolling grass field. It was ' clearly environmentally preferable. The alternatives, (2) those involving :
graded during the construction of the "discussion below summarizes the chemicals used or generated by the
Portsmouth site and has been - " ' results of the FEIS impact analyses, conversion process at the conversion
maintained as grass'fields since then: highlighting'the differences among the 'site (in particular NH% and aqueous HF)

Under the action alternatives, DOE 'alternatives. a ' : . under the action alternatives, and (3)
evaluated the impacts from packaging, Human Health aUd nafetd-Nor 'those occurring during transportation of
handling, and transporting depleted ' Operations and Transportation. Under chemicals and cylinders under the
uranium oxide conversion product ' all alternatives, it is estimated that action alternatives, The severity of the
(primarily U30s) from the conversion potential exposures of workers and consequences from such accidents
facility to a low-level waste (LLW ' imembers of the general public to ' 'would depend on weather conditions at
disposal facility that would be (1) 'radiation and chemicals would be well the time'of the accident, and, in the case
selected in a manner consistent with ' within applicable public health " 'of the transportation accidents, the
DOE policies and orders and (2) ' ' standards and regulations. UDS would l location of the accident, and could be
authorized to receive the conversion confirm, prior to conversion or at the' significant. However, those accidents
products by DOE (in conformance with initiation of the conversion operations, would have a low estimated probability
DOE orders), or licensed by the NRC (in that polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) ' of occurring, making the risk low. (Risk
conformance with NRC regulations), or releases to the workplace from the paint is determined by multiplying the'
an NRC Agreement State agency (in " coating of some cylinders manufactured 'consequences by the probability of
conformance with state laws and prior to 1978 would be within " occurrence).'
regulations determined to be equivalent applicable Occupational Safety and ' Under the no action alternative, the'
to NRC regulations). Assessment of the Health Administration (OSHA) limits. 'risks associated with cylinder storage
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and handling wvould continue to exist as vegetation communities in the disturbed 'Conversion Product Sale and Use.
long as the cylinders are there. , . ' ' 'area would be impacted by a loss of The conversion of the DUF6 inventory
However, under the action alternatives, habitat, impacts'could be minimized produces products having some
the risks associated with both the' (e.g., by appropriate placement of the potential for reuse. These products
cylinder accidents and the chemical 'facility within each location), and - include aqueous HF and CaF2, which
accidents would decline over time and negligible long-term impacts to are commonly used as commercial
disappear at the completion of the a , . vegetation and wildlife are expected at, materials. DOE is currently pursuing the
conversion project. all locations. Impacts to wetlands could establishment of authorization'limits

In comparing truck versus rail ' be minimized, depending on where ' ' (allowable concentration limits of
transportation, even thoug the exactly the'ficility was placed within uranium) in these products to be able'to
consequences of rail accidents are, , each location and by maintaining a free-release them to commercial users.
generally higher (because of the larger buffer near adjacent wetlands during . In addition, there is a small potential for
cargo load per railcar than per truck). , construction. During construction, trees reuse of the depleted uranium oxide
the accident probabilities tend to be with exfoliating bark (such as shagbark product.
lower for railcars than for trucks. As a hickory or dead trees with loose bark) . D&D Activities. D&D impacts would
result, the risks of accidents would be , that can be used b the Indiana bat . be primarily from external radiation to
about the same under either option: (federal- and state-listed as endangered) involved workers and would be a small

Air Quality and Noise. Under.the as roosting trees during the summer fraction of allowable doses. Wastes..
action alternatives, the total (modeled w.would be saved if possible. ' . generated during D&D operations would
plus background value) concentrations. , Waste Management. Under the action ,be disposed of in an appropriate
due to emissions of mostcriteria , alternatives, waste generated during disposal facility and would result In low.
pollutants-such'as sulfur dioxide, - construction and operations would have impacts in comparison with projected

level sources. Total constructions of n~tsoreutyuandopweruahtions o~ta~~p-icnt would haveiiaeddeto'h

nitrogen oxides, end carbon monoxide--- negligible impacts on the'Portsmouth site annual generation volumes.
would be well within applicable air site w e managemnt operanith Cumulative Impacts. The FEISe

~~~~~~~~~~stwaserodynamicdimente ope0S rles'.-..'. action'- whnade ttherps

quality standards. For construction, the te analyses indicatedthat no significant.
primary concern would be particulate dispos of a If the aques HF were ulative impacts at either the
matter (PM released from near-dround- not sol but distead na tou be Portsmouth or the ETTPxsite and Its
level sources. Total conentrations of n .it sis d ute inowsleveuralizwedth ( , the "vicinity would be anticipated due tot

On the basi of maximumbackground currenmtlon expected (i wethe (1) than1te Prsotaiiycudb

PM10 and PM2's (PM with ang. at tol b sold (2) the or d mnium' incremental Impacts' of t rosed
aerodynamic diameter of 10 pmori ,ess contenwazould solwaste thbelaw to bef action when added to other past.
and 2.5 pum or less, respectively) at the,'dipsdoasnhzrousld
onstrutannsite boundaries would be disposed o ast managemtould be presn adtiondeas(onabl froesealne

close to'or above the standards because , wasorsal as LL w ould b Option of Expanding Conversion
of the high background concentrations. Facility Operations. The throughput of
On' the basis of maximum bacground contamination expected (ie.jess than I the Portsmouth facility could be
values from 5 years of monitoring at the ppm) : sugg tFhat sbeor disposao as increased either by making process
nearest monitoring station, exceedance.. noit azardou solid wa'stewould be' efficiency improvements oruy adding

ofathe annuaol. Duringstrwouldo b most likely. Waste management for an additional (fourth) process line. TheOf the anversionual f nacility, d be - diso .s'A as nonhazardous Waste could
unavoidable because the background behnde thog appropriate. addition of a fourth process line at the
concentration already exceedsnthe. Portsmouth facility would require the
standard. Construction activities would planning and design of the facilities. If installation of additional plant
be conducted soas to minimizb e further the CaF2 had to be disposed of as LLW, equipment and would result in a
ipacts on ambient air quality. it coul. ern ao ally large , nominal 33% increase in throughput

later and Soil. During construction impact on waste management '. -compared with the f urrent bas adesign.d
of the conversion facility, a o perat , w r - This thr increse would reduce
concentrations of any Potes ial , . ThepUton fod during b ei ther ftpimnecssary to conv e th.
copitaiiinsiiti so ilasuide wbte'r or or coupversionould amount i o about 5% Pgenen aT 3 inventories

grudatrwul ekptwl wtiu of Portsmouth's annuial projected LLW by about 5 years. The construction
pplicale' btanrse no guideinaes b. ' volume. c for he ., id In the FEIS would be

implqdementingstarm wniiated. mana , sCylinder Preparation at ETTP. Ther, the same if a fourth line was added,
sedimentndeosi condrotheacnd go.d cylinders at IETP will require because the analyses In the FEIS used a

construction practices. During' preparation for shipment by either truck footprint sized to accommodate foural
operations, no impacts would eat or rail. Three cylinder preparation process lines. In general, a 33% increase
expec~ted because-no contamin'ate'd ,"options were considered for the -,. in throughput would not result in
liquid effluents are anticipated..' . shipment of noncompliant cylinders: . significantly greater environmental

Socioeconomics. Under the action.* . cylinder overpacks, shipping "as-is" V. macts during operations than with
alternatives, construction 'and operation' under a U.S. Department of . hee pa'rallel lines. Although annual
of the conversion faicility would create '.Transportation (DOT) exemption, and - ,impacts in certain areas might increase
more jobs and personal income in the ' use of a cylinder transfer facility (there up to 33% (proportional to the
vicinity of the Portsmouth site than . are no current plans to build such a throughput increase), the estimated
would be possible under the no action facility at ETTP). The operational . - annual impacts during operations
alternative. The number of jobs would ',impacts (e.g., storage, handling, and , would remain well within applicable
be approximately 190 direct and 280 maintenarice of cylinders) from any of,. guidelines and regulations, with ':

total during construction, and 160 direct' the options would be small and limited -,' collective'and cumulative impacts being
and 320 total during operations. , ' primarily to external radiation exposure, quite low.
- Ecology. For the action alternatives, of involved workers. If a decision was '.-- . The conversion facility operations
the total area disturbed during , , - made to construct and operate a transfer -could be extended to process any
conversion facility construction would.' facility at ETTP in the' future, additional additional DUF6 for which DOE might
be up to 65 acres (26 ha). Although NEPA review would be conducted. assume responsibility by operating the
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facility longer than the currently VI. Comments on Final EIS availability of storage yard space when
anticipated 18 years. With routine. Th FI ETS w maIld the cylinders are received.
facility and equipment maintenance and eholder s i al e 20 d t * i luding to and from the sites;
periodic equipment replacements or EPssukehoder an Notice ofn Avilbliy4 n DF a ndd theUF 6 curenlyistoed
upgrades, it is believed that the* theA edea Rgise on 1 8 ,200i 4 i E ton t o w l stored
conversion facility could be operated ' Fel R egse ' June 2
safely beyond this time period. If Theconducted by either truck or rail, asavailable on the World Wide Web. Two Alte. Cylinders ill bes e'd
operations were extended beyond i 8 comment letters were received on the cap brate. Cylisners wilbent wshigd
earstand if the operational DUFi s Conversion Facility Final EoSbjecvs. inreasaner tha iorvs consstnatioi D O

characteristics e.g..'estimated releases The State of Nevada Indicated that It i erse
ofcotmianstoai ndwae) f h had no comments on the Final ElSs and, * Although efficiency improvement"

facility remained unchanged, it is ... 'that the proposal was not in conflict can be accomplished, which would
expected that the annual impacts would. with state plans, goals, or objectives., increase the conversion facility's";
be essentially unchanged. The U.S. Environmental Protection' thrughput and decrease the operatio nal
V. Environmentally Preferred Agency, Region 5 in Chicago, stated that period, DOE has decided not to add the
Alternative the Portsmouth Final EIS adequately fourth processing line to the conversion

address its concerns, and that it concurs facility at this time.. " '
In general, the FEIS shows greater 'with the Preferred Alternative and has . Current cylinder management

impacts for the no action alternative no further concerns. - activities (handling, inspection,
than for the proposed action of monitoring, and maintenance) will
constructing and operating the Decision continue, consistent with the ewpleted
conversion facility mainly because of L Bases for the Decision - cnUranium Hexafluoride Managementplte
the relatively higher radiation exposures DOE considered potential Plan included in the Ohio EPA'
of the workers from the cylinder ' environmental impacts as identified in Director's final findings and orders
management operations and cylinder ' the FEIS (including the information; effective February 1998 and March
yards and because the cylinders and, , contained in the classified appendix);' 2004, which cover actions needed to
associated risk would remain if no ' cost; applicable regulatory meet safety and'environmental
action occurred. However, considering requirements; Congressional direction' requirements, until conversion could be,
the uncertainties in the impact estimates as included in Pub. L. 105-204 and Pib.' accomplished.:
and the magnitude of the impacts, the" L 107-206; agreements among DOE and * The aqueous HF pr6duced during
differences are not considered to be the States of Ohio, Tennessee, and conversion will be sold. for use, pending
significant. The no action alternative Kentucky concerning the management - approval of authorized release limits as.
has the potential for groundwater ' of DUF6 currently stored at the appropriate. If necessary, CaF2 will be
contamination with uranium over the Portsmouth, ETTP, and Paducah sites, produced and reused, pending approval
long-term; this adverse impact Is not * - respectively; and public comments in 'of authorized release limits, or'disposed
anticipated under the proposed action arriving at its decision. In deciding of as qapropriate'
alternatives. Beneficial socioeconomic among the three alternative locations at product *ieleted30conversion
impacts would be higher for the action the Portsmouth site for the 'conversion ' poss wil be reused to the extent
alternatives than for the no action facility, DOE considered environmental ' possible or packaged for disposal in
alternative. factors, site preparation requirements" emptied cylinders at an appropriate

Th macsasoitd ihaffecting construction, availability of disposal facility. DOE plans to decideThe impacts associated with ' afcigcntutovaablyof the specific disposal location(s) for the
transportation of materials among sites utilities, roximity to cylinder storage depleted U30s conversion product ater
would be comparable whether the - ' areas an potential impacts to current additional appropriate NEPA rep ew.

tapotlinI ytukcralor planned site operations. DOE has'' adtolaprrie NEP rviwtransportation is by tm uck or rail.: ddetpaineids that Ldittibin A id the bdst- Accordingly, DOE will continue to. .
With all alternatives; there is the alternative DOE believes that the evaluate its disposal options and will

potential for some high-consequence decision identified below best meets its consider any further information or
accidents to occur. The risks associated ' - programmatic goals and is consstent comments relevant to that decision.
with such accidents can only be' with all the regulatory rePruirements and DOEfwill give a minimum 45-day notice,
completely eliminated when the, public laws,.eoemkn h seii ipsl
conversion of the DUF6 inventory has . decision and will provide any
been completed. '' I. Decision supplemental NEPA analysis for public

Althouah there are some differences DOE hasq decided to imnlpnent the review and comment.
in impacts among the three alternative actions described in the preferred
locations for the conversion facility; alternative from the FEIS at Location A.
these differences are small and well-' -This decision includes the following
within the uncertainties associated with 'actions:
the methods used to estimate impacts. * DOE will construct and operate the
In general, because of the relatively " conversion facility at Location A within
small risks that would result under all the Portsmouth site. Construction will
alternatives and the absence of any clear commence on or before July 31, 2004, as
basis for discerning an environmental intended by Congress In Pub. L. 107-
preference, DOE concludes that no' 206.
single alternative analyzed in depth in : * DUF6 cylinders currently stored at
the FEIS Is clearly environmentally EITP -will be shipped to Portsmouth for
preferable compared to the other conversion; a new cylinder yard will be
alternatives. constructed, if necessary, based'on the

HI. Mitigation -
On the basis of the analyses

conducted for the FEIS, the DOE will
adopt all practicable measures, which'
are described below, to avoid or
minimize adverse environmental
impacts that may result from
constructing and operating a' conversion
facility at Location A. These measures
are either explicitly part of the . .
alternative or are already performed as
part of routine operations.

. The conversion facility will be
designed, constructed, and operated in
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accordance with the comprehensive set
of DOE requirements and applicable
regulatory requirements that have been
established to protect public health and
the environment. These requirements
encompass a wide variety of areas,
including radiation protection, facility
design criteria, fire protection,
emergency preparedness and response,
and operational safety requirements.

* Cylinder management activities will
be conducted in accordance with
applicable DOE safety and
environmental requirements, Including
the Cylinder Management Plan.

* Temporary impacts on air quality
from fugitive dust emissions during
reconstruction of cylinder yards or
construction of any new facility will be
controlled by the best available
practices, as necessary, to comply with
the established standards for PMo and
PMM.

* During construction, impacts to
water quality and soil will be
minimized through implementing storm
water management, sediment and
erosion controls, and good construction
practices consistent with the Soil,
Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan and
Construction Management Plan.

* If live treeswith exfoliating bark are
encountered on construction areas, they
will be saved if possible to avoid
destroying potential habitat for the
Indiana bat.

Issued in Washington, DC. this 20th day of
July, 2004.
Paul M. Golan,
Principal DeputyAssistant Secretazyfor
EnvironmentalManagement.
[FR Doc. 04-17048 Filed 7-26-04; 8:45 am]
BaILING CODE 6S4-Cl-P

- -DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY -

Record of Decision for Construction
and Operation of a Depleted Uranium
Hexafluorlde Conversion Facility at the
Paducah, KY, Site

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Record of decision.

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) prepared a Final Environmental
Impact Statement for Construction and
Operation of a Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Conversion Facility at the
Paducah, Kentucky, Site (FEIS) (DOE/
EIS-0359). The FEIS Notice of
Availability was published by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
in the Federal Register (69 FR 34161) on
June 18,2004. In the FEIS, DOE
considered the potential environmental
impacts from the construction,
operation, maintenance, and

decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) of the proposed depleted
uranium hexafluoride (DUF6 )
conversion facility at three alternative
locations within the Paducah site,
including transportation of depleted
uranium conversion products and waste
materials to a disposal facility;
transportation and sale of the aqueous
hydrogen fluoride (HF) produced as a
conversion co-product; and
neutralization of aqueous HF to calcium
fluoride (CAF2 ) and its sale or disposal
in the event that the aqueous HF
product is not sold. An option of
shipping the East Tennessee Technology
Park (EITP) cylinders to the Paducah
site has also been considered, as has an
option of expanding operations by
increasing efficiency or extending the
period of operation. A similar EIS was
issued concurrently for construction
and operation of a DUF6 conversion
facility at DOE's Portsmouth, Ohio, site
(DOE/EIS-0360).

DOE has decided to construct and
operate the conversion facility in the
south-central portion of the Paducah
site, the preferred alternative identified
in the FEIS as Location A.
Groundbreaking for construction of the
facility will commence on or before July
31, 2004, as anticipated by Public Law
(Pub. L.) 107-206. The aqueous HF
produced during conversion will be
sold for use, pending approval of
authorized release limits, as
appropriate.

ADDRESSES: The FEIS and this Record of
Decision (ROD) are available on the
DOE National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Web site at http.//
ivivws.eh.doe.gov/nepa and on the
Depleted UF6 Management Information
Network Web site at http.-l - - .. . .
web.ead.anl.gov/uranium. Copies of the
FEIS and this ROD may be requested by
e-mail at PadDUF6@anI.gov, by toll-
free telephone at 1-866-530-0944, by
toll-free fax at 1-866-530-0943, or by
contacting Gary S. Hartman, Oak Ridge
Operations Office, U.S. Department of
Energy, SE-30-1, P.O. Box 2001, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 37831.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
information on the conversion facility
construction and operation, contact
Gary Hartman at the address listed
above. For general information on the
DOE NEPA process, contact Carol
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA
Policy and Compliance (EH-42), U.S.
Department of Energy, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20585, 202-586-4600,
or leave a message at 1-800-472-2756.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background
The United States has produced DUF6

since the early 1950s as part of the
process of enriching natural uranium for
both civilian and military applications.
Production took place at three gaseous
diffusion plants (GDPs), first at the K-
25 site (now called ETTP) at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and subsequently at
Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth,
Ohio. The K-25 plant ceased
enrichment operations in 1985, and the
Portsmouth plant ceased enrichment
operations in 2001. The Paducah GDP
continues to operate.

Approximately 440,000 t (484,000
tons) of DUF6 is presently stored at
Paducah In about 36,200 cylinders. The
majority of the cylinders weigh
approximately 12 t (14 tons) each, are 48
inches (1.2 m) in diameter, and are
stored on outside pads. DOE has been
looking at alternatives for managing this
inventory. Also in storage at Paducah
are approximately 1,940 cylinders of
various sizes that contain enriched UF6
or normal UF6 (collectively called "non-
DUF6 " cylinders) or are empty. [The
non-DUF6 cylinders would not be
processed in the conversion facility.]

As a first step, DOE evaluated
potential broad management options for
its DUF6 inventory in a Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for
Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term
Management and Use of Depleted
Uranium Hexafluoride (DUF6 PEIS)
(DOE/EIS-0269) issued in April 1999. In
the PEIS Record of Decision (64 FR
43358, August 10, 1999), DOE decided
to promptly convert the DUF6 inventory
to a more stable uranium oxide form
and stated that it would use the
depleted uranium oxide as much as
possible and store the remaining
depfeted uiaui 6x-ae for -potential
future uses or disposal, as necessary. In
addition, DOE would convert DUF6 to
depleted uranium metal, but only if uses
for metal were available. DOE did not
select specific sites for the conversion
facilities but reserved that decision for
subsequent NEPA review. Today's
Record of Decision announces the
outcome of that site-specific NEPA
review. DOE is also issuing today a
separate but related ROD announcing
the siting of a DUF6 conversion facility
at Portsmouth, Ohio.

- Congress enacted two laws that
directly addressed DOE's management
of its DUF6 inventory. The first law,
Public Law 105-204, signed by the
President in July 1998, required the
Secretary of Energy to prepare a plan to
commence construction of, no later than
January 31, 2004, and to operate an on-
site facility at each of the GDPs at


